In order to guarantee the successful execution of service processes in cloud computing, it is important to dynamically optimise service processes with temporal constraints at runtime. Recently, there exist some works related to this issue. However, they cannot adapt to mixture distributed situations where distributions of service durations are complex and diverse, and they seldom consider the adjustment penalties of service processes when compensating the temporal deficits. In this paper, an approach based on two-stage dynamic optimisation is proposed. In the first stage, we validate the temporal constraints by queuing network with considering both the uncertainty of queue time and operation time of services. In the second stage, a temporal adjustment model is designed where both temporal compensation requirements and adjustment penalties are considered, and the optimal adjustment solution is obtained by linear programming. Finally, our approach is illustrated by a real-life example in a business environment. Compared with the existing works, our approach can adapt to mixture distributed situations and obtain temporal optimisation solution with less adjustment penalties.
Introduction
In recent years, cloud computing has offered a new way of implementing enterprise business processes (Phan et al., 2008; Ayyub and Roy, 2013; Peng and Han, 2014) . In order to realise higher-order business transactions, building processes which are composed of web services (abbreviated to services) according to the requirements of users has become popular.
When designing service processes, temporal constraints (Li and Yang, 2005) are usually set explicitly by processes designers or enforced implicitly by laws or business rules. However, they may often be violated at runtime owing to complexity of data and the business environment. Such temporal inconsistency may affect the execution and even lead to termination of processes. Therefore, it is important to find the potential temporal violations and make necessary temporal adjustment at runtime, which we call dynamic optimisation (Adam et al., 1998) . Consider a scenario of cell phone manufacturing in a cloud manufacturing platform (see detail in Section 5). As shown in Figure 1 , two service processes which execute concurrently are constructed at build time in order to launch a new cell phone on time: production of electronic main board (WF-net 1 ) and production of peripheral parts (WF-net 2 ). Besides, some temporal constraints are given. For example, the manufacturer requires that "The electronic main board manufacturing ends no later than 28 days after the technical document writing of peripheral parts begins" and "Manufacturing of peripheral parts ends no later than 11 days after writing a technical document begins".
Once the above temporal constraints are violated, the release time has to be postponed and the market share may drop dramatically. So it is important to keep the temporal consistency during the process execution.
In order to keep temporal consistency, some related works can be classified in the two kinds: temporal verification and temporal adjustment.
Temporal verification
Recently, the temporal verification methods can be divided into two kinds: static verification (Rosario et al., 2008; Han et al., 2009 ) and dynamic verification (Chen and Yang, 2007a; Han et al., 2010; Du et al., 2011; Liu, et al., 2011) . The main drawback of static verification is that it cannot make a comprehensive consideration of all the situations during the runtime. Dynamic verification differs from static verification by taking into consideration the real execution time of the activities during runtime (Du et al., 2011) . However, the existing works about temporal verification always assume that service durations are discrete (Chen et al., 2007a; Han et al., 2010) or follow the same specific distributions (Du et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011) like normal and uniform distribution. Such assumption will sacrifice accuracy because the distributions of service durations are mostly found to be heavy-tailed (Mokdad and Youcef, 2012) . Therefore, some more effective temporal verification methods are needed for mixture distributed processes where distributions of service durations are complex and diverse between each other. 2 Temporal adjustment Once potential temporal violations are detected, temporal adjustment is executed to reach temporal re-consistency. Recently, temporal compensation strategy (Du et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011; Wang and Fan, 2007) by modifying durations of activities is often used for dynamic optimisation because it is the easiest to be executed and cost efficient compared with other strategies like service recruitment and restructuring service processes (Du et al., 2012a (Du et al., , 2012b . However, they all consider only the temporal deficits but not adjustment penalties, such as the deviation cost caused by service duration modification. As for the model solving, heuristic methods are often used, but they cannot guarantee to obtain the optimal temporal adjustment solution.
Focused on the limitations of recent works, we present a two-stage approach for the dynamic optimisation of service processes with temporal constraints in this paper, as shown in Figure 2 . 1 in the first stage, a queuing network-based temporal verification method considering both the uncertainty of queue time and operation time of service is proposed to find the potential temporal inconsistency 2 in the second stage, a temporal adjustment method is proposed to compensate the time deficit where both temporal compensation requirements and adjustment penalties are considered, and the optimal adjustment solution is obtained by linear programming (LP). Compared with the existing works, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
1 Our temporal verification method is independent of the distributions of service durations and can adapt to mixture distributed processes with various structures.
2 In the temporal adjustment, we consider both the temporal compensation requirements and the adjustment penalties. Furthermore, the temporal adjustment solution with less adjustment penalties can be obtained.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the problem studied in this paper. Sections 3 and 4 present the two-stage methods in our approach. Sections 5 and 6 present the validation of our approach and comparison with others. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Problem statement

Abstract processes and temporal constraints
Firstly, the abstract processes should be defined at build time.
In this paper, we use the WorkFlow net (Du et al., 2012c ) (WF-net) to describe the abstract processes. A WFnet is a kind of petri nets (PN) which uses a directed graph to reflect the events and tasks. In general, all temporal constraints including upper bound, lower bound and fixed-time about abstract processes can be transformed into upper bound constraints (Chen and Yang, 2007a) . Thus, in this paper, we use upper bound constraints to formalise temporal constraints. Temporal satisfaction is defined as follow: 
Problem statement
Once the service processes begin, temporal constraints may be violated due to the execution uncertainty of services. As the service durations depend on both internal and external uncertain factors, they may follow complex and various distributions (e.g., log-logistic distribution and T location-scale distribution). How to execute the dynamic optimisation effectively and efficiently is a challenging problem for the processes where service durations are mixture distributed.
Take the cell phone manufacturing as an example. At runtime, the service provider actually spent ten days completing the activity of technical document writing due to some technical problems. In order to prevent temporal violations, firstly, the temporal verification is needed to judge whether the temporal constraint is satisfied if the original schedule is kept. Secondly, once the temporal constraint has the trend of violation, the temporal adjustment is needed to compensate its deficit. However, according to the historical statistics, the durations of pending activities are with various distributions. So it is not easy to tell whether the temporal constraint would be violated and how to compensate the time deficit, so to avoid the delay of cell phone releasing.
According to the above discussion, the dynamic optimisation problem we address is as shown in Figure 3 . Given an abstract process WF-net = (P, T, F) with a set of temporal constraints (Chen and Yang, 2007b) about when the temporal verification is conducted is preset and the actual duration of executed services from i to h is A(i, h) when the checkpoint is reached. The durations of pending activities are with uncertainty and they may follow distinct distributions. So the problem we focus on can be divided into two stages: 
Note that temporal violations cannot be handled after they actually took place since no actions in the real world can reduce the execution time of a process instance after it has been finished (Liu et al., 2011) . Therefore, what temporal adjustment deals with is to compensate the time deficit by pending activities in the temporal constraints, which means that activity t j in D R (t i , t j ) ≤ d k has not been fired, so as to proactively prevent temporal violations happened.
Queuing network-based temporal verification (Stage I)
A temporal verification method based on queuing network is proposed in this section, for the reason that a queuing network can describe the uncertainty of service durations in mixture distributed processes, and the temporal estimation based on queuing theory can avoid the complexity of joint distribution calculation. Although it is the first attempt to apply queuing theory to the temporal verification problem, it is a well-established method for estimating temporal performance of distributed systems and has applied to a large number of research works (Madhusudhan and Babu, 2014; Wang et al., 2013; Cao et al., 2003) .
In the rest of this section, firstly, the service duration is analysed. Secondly, the temporal duration estimation based on queuing network is proposed. Thirdly, the procedure of our temporal validation method is described.
Analysis of service duration
The duration of a service on the public cloud platform is influenced by external and internal factors (Wang et al., 2013) , such as the load of the service and the complexity of tasks that the service has to fulfil. Consequently, they correspond to two kinds of time which make up the service duration: queue time and operation time. In the cloud platform, as we known that there are lots of service providers who offer service instances for processes from different customers. Once the service cannot provide enough instances to requests from several processes, they have to wait for scheduling and queue time takes place (Chandrasekaran et al., 2003) .
Definition 4 (operation time):
Given a service i, operation time to i is the time interval between the start of the service instance and the finish of all tasks for the specific activity.
According to Definition 4, the operation time is the time needed to actually carry out the operation for a specific request, such as the time needed for data preprocess, resources switch and task processing. In order to fulfil the requirements of an activity, we can see the operation time inevitably exists.
Estimation of temporal duration
As we have mentioned, both queue time and operation time influence the service duration, and they make the service duration with complex distribution. Even worse, the distributions of different services may vary a lot. To calculate their joint distribution for temporal verification is difficult and time costly.
In this paper, the flow of customers through the service processes is described by a queuing network where each service unit (shown in one dashed square) is composed of a queue and a server station as shown in Figure 5 , so as to estimate the service durations for temporal validation.
As for each service, we choose the M/G/1-PS model which is frequently used for system modelling (Cao et al., 2003) . The model assumes that a service is with Poisson-distributed arrival rate, the operation time follows any general distribution and users share a fixed amount of bandwidth.
Note that each service in the public cloud platform may response to requests not only from the specific service process we focus on, but also from other processes. In order to reflect their influences to the execution of the specific service process, two kinds of customers are defined to describe different customers entering the network (Wang et al., 2013) : 1 a class customers who execute the specific process we focus on, they trigger the request at the beginning of the process and depart until all activities are finished 2 b class customers who may request or depart at any service, they represent the interruptions which contest the service resources with a class customers.
Besides, the input parameters in the queuing network are summarised as follows: 1 γ wi : the external arrival rate of the w th kind of customers to the i th service from outside. We define γ a1 > 0, γ ai = 0 (i = 2, …, N) and γ bi ≥ 0 (i = 1, …, N), which means that a class customers trigger the request at the beginning of the service process while b class customers may send a request at any service.
2 μ wi : the average operation rate of the i th service to complete tasks for the w th kind of customers. It also equals to 1/to wi where to wi is its operation time. With the specific structure and input parameters, the estimated duration tu wi and queue time ta wi of each service in the queuing network can be calculated by (1) to (4) (Wang et al., 2013; Gunter et al., 2006) . 
Herein, N is the number of services subscribed by the service process; w is the kind of customers; λ wi is the effective (total) arrival rate of the w th kind of customers to the i th service; ρ wi is the utilisation factor caused by the load of the w th kind of customers offered to the i th service; ta wi , tu wi are the estimated queue time and service duration of the wth kind of customers at the i th service, respectively. According to the queuing theory, a queuing network is stable when the average arrival rate of customers is less than operation rate of service, and service duration can be estimated in the steady state by the queuing model. As one kind of queuing models which can adapt to services whose operation time are with general distributions, the M/G/1-PS model can use some simple statistical data such as average operation rate instead of its exact distribution for service duration calculation. So we do not need to know the specific distribution of service operation time, and no joint distribution is calculated.
Note that average operation rate of service is easy to be calculated by history. Even for new services without any logs, it is easy to assume and adjust its theoretical average operation rate compared with its distribution. Therefore, it makes the temporal duration estimation easy and time-efficient.
The procedure of temporal verification
According to equations (1) to (4), the time character of a class customers which we focus on can be estimated. After updating the completed execution information, the temporal consistency state can be obtained by comparing the estimated temporal duration and the temporal requirement.
To sum up, the procedure of our method is shown in Algorithm 1.
Our method makes a way to detect the potential temporal inconsistency and tell possible time deficits. The method is time-efficient because the analytic duration of each activity can be calculated at design time, and the validation is just executed by updating actual durations of completed activities at each checkpoint.
Besides, our method is independent of the distribution character of service duration, so it is especially applied to mixture distributed processes where distributions of service durations are complex and diverse.
Algorithm 1 Queuing network-based temporal verification method
Input:
Abstract processes WF-net = (P, T, F); the set of temporal constraints ψ = {…, D R (t i , t j ) ≤ d k ,…}; actual duration of executed services A(i, h); arriving rate and operation rate of services TM = {<γ w1 , μ w1 >, ···, <γ wN , μ wN >}; route probability metric Q w = [q w (i,j) ] N*N .
Output:
Temporal violation VT k (k = 1, …, K).
Step 1:
Map the WF-net to a queuing network where each block composed of a queue and a server station corresponds to a transition and its input/output places in the WF-net.
Step 2:
Calculate λ wi and ρ wi , so as to obtain ta ai and tu ai of each activity.
Step 3:
Calculate the analytic duration D R (t i , t j ) according to A(i, h) and {tu a,h+1 , ···, tu aj }.
Step 4:
If D R (t i , t j ) ≤ d k , the k th constraint is satisfied and VT k = 0; otherwise,
Step 5:
Repeat Steps 3 and 4 till all constraints are validated.
Temporal adjustment (Stage II)
Once temporal constraints are detected to have the trend of violation, temporal adjustment is needed to compensate the time deficit and make the temporal constraint satisfied again.
Temporal adjustment model
Services have to do much preparing work (e.g., resource rent and data transfer) before they are triggered. Once the rescheduling happens, any adjustment may make negative influence to the uncompleted services subscribed by the processes, such as resource waiting and reallocation, so the penalties caused by temporal adjustment must be considered. Take Figure 6 as an example. Temporal adjustment is executed at activity t i for compensating the delay of activity t i-1 . Obviously, temporal adjustment penalty of t i exists in order to shorten its execution time. Besides, both the start time of t i and t i+1 are changed from the original schedule. As can be seen from this example, at least two kinds of extra costs caused by temporal adjustments are needed in order to compensate the delay: 1 temporal adjustment penalty that is used for adjusting service durations 2 deviation penalty which corresponds to the deviation from their original planned time caused by temporal compensation.
Note that both temporal adjustment penalty and deviation penalty exist and they can be quantified easily once an adjustment solution is determined. Therefore, both the above two kinds of penalties are considered in this paper.
To sum up, the temporal adjustment model is presented as (5) to (10). Objective (5) is to minimise the total penalties caused by temporal compensation. Constraint (6) imposes that an activity must start after the preceding activities are completed. Constraint (7) to (8) impose that the adjustment of each component of service duration must be less than its available capacity. Constraint (9) imposes that the total adjustment must be larger than the time deficit. 
where x i , y i are decision variables representing the adjustment of queue and operation time of the i th activity; c i , h i are the unit penalty caused by queue time and operation time adjustment of the i th activity, respectively; p i is the unit penalty caused by start time deviation of the i th activity; rs i is the original start operation time of the i th activity and it can be calculated by the estimated service duration; i rs′ is the rescheduled start operation time of the i th activity; CS is the set of pending activities; VT k is the time deficit that is needed to be compensated for the k th constraint; K is the number of temporal constraints.
Solving of the temporal adjustment model
As the objective of the temporal adjustment model contains absolute symbol, some additional variables can be defined and the model can be solved more quickly by LP.
Firstly, two additional variables u i , v i for each pending activity are defined by (11) and (12):
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rs rs − and ' i rs can be replaced by (13) and (14):
After the transformation mentioned above, (5) to (10) can be equally transformed into (15) to (18):
Constraint (7) to (9) ( 1 7 ) , , , 0,
The transformed model (15) to (18) can be solved by LP, like LP_solve, Lingo/Lindo, etc. In this paper, we use Lingo function of MATLAB to solve the problem because it is easy to be programmed and can be packaged as Dynamic Link Library (.dll) which can be used by other programs. Compared with recent temporal adjustment methods, the above method is helpful for finding more effective solution because:
1 the model considers both the temporal adjustment and deviation penalties, so as to reduce the adjustment cost caused by temporal compensation 2 the contributions of both queue time and operation time are considered, so as to make the solution easier to be executed.
Case study
In this section, a real-life example describing the production processes of a new cell phone (Du et al., 2012b ) is used to illustrate our approach. 
Case specification
The two processes executing concurrently include: production of electronic main board (WF-net 1 ) and production of peripheral parts (WF-net 2 ) as shown in Figure 1 . Besides, two checkpoints are preset, and the actual execution states at checkpoints are described as shown in Table 2 . 
Case analysis
Firstly, according to the processes structure and the parameters preset, the duration of each service can be estimated by (1) to (4), and results are as shown in Table 3 . 
Method validation and comparison
Validation by simulation
In order to validate the correctness of our approach, a simulation model for the cell phone manufacturing processes in Section 5 is developed by EM-Plant (Heinicke and Hickman, 2000) .
According to the model, each service is composed of a service station (SingleProc) and a queue (Sorter). The structure and parameters are set the same as Figure 1 and Table 1 . Three simulation scenarios are defined: the execution state at checkpoint cp 1 = 9th day; the execution state at checkpoint cp 2 = 16th day; and the execution state after temporal modification by changing the queuing priorities of t 14 and t 16 at checkpoint cp 2 .
Each scenario runs 8,000 times, and the following items are calculated: 1 average durations of the two temporal constraints at each checkpoint 2 average duration of the second temporal constraint after temporal modification.
Comparisons between the simulation results and the analytic ones by our approach are as shown in Table 4 (Cmp % = |our result-Simulation result|/Simulation result). Table 4 shows that the largest difference between the simulation results and the analytic ones is 2.80%. The second constraint is satisfied again after temporal modification and its deviation to the simulation result is 0.19%. Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that the dynamic optimisation approach we propose is effective. 
Comparison with other methods
In order to show the effectiveness of our approach, other three kinds of temporal adjustment methods are used for compensating the time deficit detected at checkpoint cp 2 . They include:
1 average compensation (Wang and Fan, 2007) : allocating the time deficit to pending activities equally 2 distributed compensation (Liu et al., 2011) : allocating the time deficit to pending activities proportionally according to service durations 3 compensation based on constraint programming (Du et al., 2011) : allocating the time deficit by a constraint programming model.
The temporal adjustment results of different methods are as shown in Table 5 . According to Table 5 , the total adjustment penalties of our approach is much less than the other three methods. What is more, the other three methods do not consider the time components when reducing the service duration, so it may fall into problems that the temporal adjustment solution is not easy to be executed. In the aspect of calculation time, our approach is similar to constraint programming-based compensation method and more than average and distributed compensation methods. Since the temporal adjustment only focus on service processes segment that between the next activity of the checkpoint and the end one of the temporal constraint, the number of such activities which correspond to variables in the model is often much fewer than activities of the whole processes. Therefore, we can conclude that the approach we propose is still time-efficient.
Conclusions
Focusing on the dynamic optimisation of service processes with temporal constraints, two fundamental problems including temporal verification and temporal adjustment are needed to be properly analysed and addressed. In this paper, a two-stage approach is proposed. Firstly, a queuing network-based verification method is proposed for temporal validation. Secondly, a temporal adjustment model is designed to compensate the temporal deficit. The approach is illustrated by a real life case and a simulation model is used for method validation. Compared with the existing works, our approach can be adapted to mixed distributed processes with various structures, and obtain the temporal adjustment solution with less adjustment penalties.
In the future, we would like to extend work on the following aspects: 1 how to consider the dynamic optimisation when temporal deficit is large 2 how to consider the temporal constraints with complex service structure and uncertain customer temporal requirements.
